
GESE Grade 4 — Language

Exam format

Total exam time: 10 minutes

The exam consists of two assessed phases:

 » Discussion of a topic prepared by the candidate (up to 5 minutes)
 » Conversation on two subject areas selected by the examiner (up to 5 minutes).

Candidate performance

In addition to the communicative skills listed for the previous grades, the candidate is expected to demonstrate 
the following communicative skills and meet the language requirements listed below during the exam. 

Communicative skills

In the Topic phase
 » Give information about the prepared topic in a series of limited long turns about the four discussion 
points on the topic form 

 » Answer questions on the prepared topic and participate in informal discussion, during which  
the examiner might request more information, facts or details

 » Ask the examiner at least one question about the topic area

 » Take the opportunity provided to include samples of the language functions and language  
items listed on page 9, where appropriate

In the Conversation phase
 » Show understanding of the examiner by responding appropriately to questions

 » Make appropriate contributions with short statements

 » Communicate limited information in simple and direct exchanges
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Grade 4 communicative skills and language requirements have been mapped to CEFR level A2.2.

Language requirements

Language functions
 » Talking about past events

 » Talking about future plans and intentions

 » Expressing simple comparisons

 » Expressing likes and dislikes

 » Describing manner and frequency

Grammar
 » Past simple tense of regular and common irregular verbs

 » Going to future

 » Like + gerund/infinitive, eg I like shopping, I like to read books 

 » Adverbs of manner and frequency

 » Comparatives and superlatives of adjectives

 » Link word but

Lexis
 » Vocabulary specific to the topic area

 » Vocabulary specific to the subject areas 

 » Adverbs of frequency, eg sometimes, often, never

 » Adverbial phrases of frequency, eg every day, once a week

 » Expressions of past time, eg yesterday, last night

 » Phrases and expressions relating to the language functions listed above

Phonology
 » The clear pronunciation of vocabulary specific to the topic and subject areas

 » Appropriate weak forms and intonation in connected speech

 » Three different ways of pronouncing ‘ed’ past tense endings, eg played, walked, wanted

 » Avoidance of speech patterns of recitation

Subject areas for the Conversation phase

Two subject areas will be selected by the examiner from the list below.

 » Holidays
 » Shopping
 » School and work
 » Hobbies and sports
 » Food
 » Weekend and seasonal activities

Please note Grade 4 candidates should not select their topic directly from the list of subject areas 
above (see guidance notes on page 4).
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Activity 1 — Choosing a topic

This activity will guide students to a topic that they are genuinely interested in and want to talk about with  
the examiner.

These are some of my favourite things

Each student makes a list of their favourite things. 

Example

traditional clothing music/band playing guitar

a friend/friends playing computer games birthday present

school trip

In pairs, students show each other their grids and ask each other questions about some of the favourite 
things in the grid:

‘Who/where/what is it?‘

‘Tell me more.‘ 

‘How often do you …?‘ 

‘When did you …?‘

‘Are you going to …?‘

‘What was the best …?‘

‘Can you compare … and …?‘ 

What language of the grade are they practising? Look at page 9 for functions and grammar. 

What subjects do your students feel most comfortable talking about? 

Perhaps one of these would be good for their Grade 4 topic discussion?
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In the following pages there are some examples of how you can prepare students for a Trinity GESE 
Grade 4 exam. These activities will show teachers how they can develop their own classroom materials 
to practise the communicative skills and language needed for Grade 4. There are videos of GESE Grade 4 
exams at trinitycollege.com/GESE-elementary

Please note the suggestions given in this booklet are only examples of some of the many ways of practising 
for the real exam. The suggestions are NOT models to be memorised. Examiners will use a range of methods 
and questions to help the candidates demonstrate the required language of Grade 4. 
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Activity 2 — Discussing the topic

Which language functions below correspond to points on the topic form on page 12?

» Expressing likes

» Talking about past events

» Expressing simple comparisons — superlatives

» Talking about future plans 

As they prepare for the exam, students can collect useful vocabulary for specific details,  
eg for the topic form shown:

» exciting atmosphere

» crowds of people 

» the stage, costumes, sound effects

Look at the grammar for Grade 4 on page 9.

Which structures do these points use?

Your students can ask each other questions about these points.

What questions can they ask?
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Who gave it to me 

and when?

What did we do 

and see?

What I liked best 

on the day

Plans for my next 

birthday

Title of topic:

My best birthday present 
– tickets for a show!

Graded Examinations in Spoken English
Topic Form — Grade 4

Example Topic Form
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Activity 3 — Preparing for the conversation phase

The best place to start is with the communicative skills for Grade 4: 

‘Simple and direct exchanges’ of questions from the examiner and responses from the candidate. 

In the classroom, you practise question and answer routines with your students. You can adapt these 
activities very simply to help the students use this language in a natural conversation. 

Does the following sound natural to you?:

Did you see the football match?

No.

What time did the bus come?

An hour ago.

In a natural conversation, the exchange doesn’t come to a complete stop after one question and answer. 
Look at the dialogue below:

Did you see the football match?

No, I didn’t. Was it the game between 
Portugal and Greece?

Yes, that’s right. 

I was busy and couldn’t watch it. Who 
won?

Look at the communicative skills on page 8. The important words in the communicative skills are 
‘responding’, ‘contributions’ and ‘information’. 
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Activity 4 — Extending very short Yes/No answers into a personal response

The link word ‘but’ is useful to extend the answer ‘No’ and change the direction of the conversation. 

Prepare Yes/No questions about the conversation subject areas, for example: 

Can you cook?
No, but I can swim.  
Can you?

Yes, yesterday I went ...

Do you like shopping? ?

What sport do you like? ?

Have you got a  
favourite season?

?

Students practise in pairs, responding to questions with more information. 

Now look at the language functions on page 9. 

If you spend time on each of these, you will find that your students practise the grammar and lexis for the 
grade. 
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Activity 5 — Expressing likes and dislikes 

This can be a very simple question and answer exchange (reasons and ‘because’ are not required until Grade 
5). Work on vocabulary to develop ways of making a more personal response to simple questions about likes 
and dislikes. 

Give students a grid to collect adjectives for things they like/dislike in each of the conversation areas.

Holidays Shopping School/work
Hobbies & 

sports
Food 

Seasonal 
activities

Likes  

Dislikes

Students practise in pairs, with student A asking: 

 ‘Tell me about ...’ or 
 ‘What’s your favourite ...?’ 

Student B’s response should include an adjective. 

Talking about likes and dislikes is a good way to practise keeping the exchange going. 

Student B can return a question to student A: ‘Do you like …?’

You can also practise phonology/intonation of short responses to a statement, showing surprise or 
agreement, eg ‘Really?’, ‘Oh!’

As the students are working on adjectives, you can add another language function: Expressing simple 
comparisons and the related grammar point: comparatives and superlatives of adjectives.
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Activity 6 — Preparing for the other language functions

Select another language function and note the related grammar, lexis and phonology.

For example:

talking about past events past simple tense common irregular verbs three ways of pronouncing ‘ed’

Prepare several questions for each conversation subject area.

Students work in pairs. Student A asks a question. 

Remind student B to respond and contribute as much information as possible. 

Student A can also respond to the answer. One way is to repeat part of the answer with a rising intonation:

‘We went to Sardinia.‘ ‘Sardinia?/Did you?‘
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